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Jumping Off Waterfall Cliff in Bali

Waterfall Jumping in Bali - Have you ever felt how extreme jumping off cliff? Perhaps you should try when 
vacationing Bali Island.  This outdoor activity is increasingly in demand by the visitor especially nature and 
challenge lover. This is good way to spend the holiday time while enjoying nature around.

Jumping Spot in North Bali

Besides has fascinate white sandy beach, Bali Island also offers some fabulous waterfalls that be perfect to get 
Cliff Jumping Experience. One of the most recommended is Aling-Aling Waterfall that located in 
Sambangan Village, Sukasada District, Buleleng Regency exactly North Bali.

This one is the most wanted in the village than 6 others waterfall namely: Pucuk, Kembar, Kroya, Canging, 
Dedari, and Cemara. Because it provides jumping cliff spot.



Aling Aling Waterfall Jump

Access to Waterfall Point

However, the access to in waterfall jumping point. You are required to have a trekking from parking area. 
The trip will be accompanied by the scenery of rural and rice field. It’s exciting! Add more there is fresh and 
cool atmosphere along it.

Next step, you will see to walk down stair to point. The view of waterfall has been seen clearly and sound of 
water flow has also been heard in the ear.

Read also: Waterfall North Bali Jumping Tour
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Waterfall Cliff Jumping Bali

Jumping Off Waterfall

Aling-Aling Waterfall has a height about 32 meters and cliff rocks around it. Pump your adrenaline, feel a 
thrilling moment by standing the ledge and get ready to jump off into natural pool. It’s really cold and fresh 
as skin touch the clear water.

First jump indeed seems scary, but you will be addicted to try again. After being satisfied, don’t forget to take a 
few scenery images in there. This waterfall looks tremendously beautiful and fantastic by green nature and 
rock in its water flow.
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